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ABSTRACT

A method and device for updating a routing lookup tree are provided. When it is determined that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated, a layer update indication table and node update information are determined according to updated entries; a layer is selected from the routing lookup tree as a current layer in sequence according to levels of layers, and it is determined that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree is locked, the node update information is synchronized to the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and so on, until it is determined that the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then this update of the routing lookup tree is ended. The method and device can reduce the time of blocking lookup when a routing lookup tree is updated, and avoid packet error or packet loss caused due to simultaneous update and lookup.
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When it is determined that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated, determine a layer update indication table and node update information according to updated entries.

102
Judge whether the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

103
Lock the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronize the node update information to the current layer.

104
Judge whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

104
End the processing flow.

105
Start judging from the current layer whether there is a layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR UPDATING ROUTING LOOKUP TREE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the routing management technology of a Network Processor (NP), and in particular to a method and device for updating a routing lookup tree.

BACKGROUND

The NP is a programmable chip for network data message processing, which has low price and high flexibility like a general processor, and has high performance and extendibility like an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), and is regarded as the core technology of the next generation network development.

To meet the requirement of high-speed lookup, the method of updating a routing table in the NP has been presented in recent years, one is locking routing lookup, table by only software is not applicable any more. Two methods for updating a routing namely stopping lookup before updating a routing table, and restarting the routing lookup until an update of router is completed, however, since the time of locking is long, such method causes longer time of lookup blocking; another method is updating entries during routing lookup, however, such method will cause a conflict between lookup and update of an access entry memory, and result in packet error or packet loss during lookup.

Thus, the methods for updating a routing table in the NP in the prior art causes either long time of lookup blocking or packet error or packet loss.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the disclosure is intended to provide a method and device for updating a routing lookup tree, which can reduce the time of blocking lookup when a routing lookup tree is updated, and avoid packet error or packet loss caused due to simultaneously executed update and lookup.

To this end, the technical solutions of the disclosure are implemented as follows.

An embodiment of the disclosure provides a method for updating a routing lookup tree, including:

determining a layer update indication table and node update information according to updated entries, when it is determined that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated; and

selecting in sequence a layer from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers, and if it is determined that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, then locking a previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, synchronizing the node update information to the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and so on, until it is determined that the current layer is a last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then ending the update of the routing lookup tree.

In the above solution, determining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the updated entries may include:

calculating to obtain a new routing lookup table according to routing entries to be updated;

obtaining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table.

In the above solution, obtaining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table may include:

comparing the new routing lookup table with an original routing lookup table saved in the NP, and checking each layer in sequence to judge whether a node is needed to be added to or deleted from a layer; if needed, then setting an update layer level mark of the layer as 1 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, and writing node information modified in the layer as the node update information; if not needed, then setting the update layer level mark of the layer as 0 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, until obtaining the layer update indication table composed of update layer level marks of all the layers.

In the above solution, locking the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing the node update information to the current layer in the routing lookup tree may include:

after locking the previous layer of the current layer, judging whether on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer; if completed, then updating a node needing to be updated in the current layer according to an updated node table; if not completed, then continuing judging whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer.

In the above solution, determining that the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated may include:

judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, then ending the processing flow;

if the current layer is not the last layer, then starting judging from the current layer whether there is any layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if there is a layer needing to be updated, then locking the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing the node update information to the current layer; if there is no layer needing to be updated, then continuing judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

Another embodiment of the disclosure provides a device for updating a routing lookup tree, including a software algorithm module, an update control module and a lookup module; wherein,

the software algorithm module is configured to, when determining that the routing lookup tree needs to be updated, determine the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the updated entries, and to send the layer update indication table and the node update information to the update control module;

the update control module is configured to select in sequence, according to the layer update indication table sent from the software algorithm module, a layer from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers in the lookup module, if determining that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, then to notify the lookup module to lock a previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, to send the node update information to the lookup module, and so on, until determining that the current layer is a last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then ending the update of the routing lookup tree;

the lookup module is configured to receive the notification from the update control module to lock the previous layer of
the current layer, and synchronize the node update information sent from the update control module to the current layer in the routing lookup tree.

In the above solution, the software algorithm module may be configured to calculate to obtain a new routing lookup table according to routing entries to be updated, and to obtain the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table.

In the above solution, the software algorithm module may be configured to compare the new routing lookup table with an original routing lookup table saved in the NF, and check each layer in sequence to judge whether a node is needed to be added to or deleted from a layer; if needed, then to set an update layer level mark of the layer as 1 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, and write node information modified in the layer as the node update information; if not needed, then to set the update layer level mark of the layer as 0 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, until obtaining the layer update indication table composed of update layer level marks of all the layers.

In the above solution, the update control module may be configured to, after locking the previous layer of the current layer, judge whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer; if completed, then to update the node needing to be updated in the current layer according to an updated node table; if not completed, then to continue judging whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer.

In the above solution, the update control module may be configured to judge whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, then to end operation; if the current layer is not the last layer, then to start judging from the current layer whether there is any layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if there is a layer needing to be updated, then to lock the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and to synchronize the node update information to the current layer; if there is no layer needing to be updated, then to continue judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

The disclosure provides a method and device for updating a routing lookup tree, which can select in sequence a layer from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers; if it is determined that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, then the previous layer of the current layer is locked in the routing lookup tree, and the node update information is synchronized to the current layer in the routing lookup tree. Thus, when lookup has to be stopped because of routing lookup tree update, blocking lookup will not take long time. Moreover, the current update layer can be locked while the routing lookup tree is updated, thereby avoiding packet error or packet loss caused due to simultaneous update and lookup.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for updating a routing lookup tree according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a process diagram of adding a node using an improved B-Tree algorithm provided by an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a process diagram of deleting a node using an improved B-Tree algorithm provided by an embodiment of the disclosure; and
FIG. 4 is a structural diagram of a device for updating a routing lookup tree according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the disclosure is that when it is determined that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated, a layer update indication table and node update information are determined according to updated entries; a layer is selected in sequence from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers, and if it is determined that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree is locked, the node update information is synchronized to the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and so on, until it is determined that the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then this update of the routing lookup tree is ended.

The disclosure is further elaborated below in combination with the accompanying drawings and embodiments.

As shown in FIG. 1, the method for updating a routing lookup tree provided by an embodiment of the disclosure includes the following steps.

Step 101 includes that when it is determined that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated, layer update indication table and node update information are determined according to the updated entries.

Here, determining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the updated entries may include calculating to obtain a new routing lookup table according to routing entries to be updated, and obtaining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table.

Determining that the routing lookup tree needs to be updated is that when it is detected that a target IP address in an IP data packet is not in the current routing table, it is determined that the routing lookup tree needs to be updated; or, when it is detected that there is an entry ageing in the current routing table, it is determined that the routing lookup tree needs to be updated.

Detecting that the target IP address in the IP data packet is not in the current routing table may include extracting the target IP address from the IP data packet, calculating to obtain a key value of the target IP address, and taking this key value as a lookup key value to search the current routing lookup table; if a node prefix is the same as the lookup key value, then no longer performing lookup, obtaining from the node information a storage address where a result entry is, and sending the IP data packet after obtaining a next-hop IP address from the store address;
if the matching node prefix is not found after the lookup in the routing lookup table is completed, then it is determined that the target IP address in the IP data packet is not in the current routing table.

Detecting that there is an entry ageing in the current routing table belongs to the prior art, which may include: recording in real time the target IP address and the next-hop IP address found each time, and periodically comparing them with each entry in the routing table; if there is an entry not used for a length of time exceeding a preset ageing time limit in the routing table, then determining that the entry is ageing, wherein the periodicity is a length of time preset
based on the actual situation, and the ageing time limit is a length of time preset based on the actual situation.

Calculating to obtain the new routing lookup table according to the routing entries to be updated may include that, when it is detected that the target IP address in the IP data packet is not in the current routing table, the target IP address and the next-hop IP address in the IP data packet are saved as result table entries; an address pointer, a pointer pointing at a child node, a prefix character, a prefix vector and a key value which are saved in the result entry are taken as the node information, and a new routing lookup table is obtained after calculation and adjustment according to the node information; or, when it is detected that there is an entry needing to be deleted in the current routing table, the routing lookup table is searched for the node according to the target IP address in the entry and then deleted, and a new routing lookup table is obtained after calculation and adjustment according to the deleted node.

The calculation may adopt an improved B-Tree algorithm, which includes that by means of prefix compression, all the prefixes in the routing lookup table and all father prefixes of these prefixes are compressed on one child node through prefix vector, wherein the prefix vector is used for representing the number of prefixes included in each node. As shown in FIG. 2, adding the node to the routing lookup table may include that root nodes are the node whose key value is 6 and the node whose key value is 8; when the node whose key value is 10 is inserted, the root nodes are split, the node whose key value is 8 is taken as the father node, the node whose key value is 6 is taken as the left brother, and the node whose key value is 10 is taken as the right brother; when the node whose key value is 22 is inserted, if its key value is greater than the key value of the root node by comparison, and if its key value is greater than 10 after being compared with the node whose key value is 10, then the node whose key value is 22 is placed on the right of the node whose key value is 10, and so on.

As shown in FIG. 3, searching the routing lookup table for the node and deleting the node may include that supposing that the node whose key value is 12 is to be deleted, first the whole tree is searched starting from the root node, and the node is then deleted after the node is found; and space left by the deleted node is filled with the left node (e.g., the node whose key value is 11 shown in FIG. 3) in the child nodes.

Obtaining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table may include that the new routing lookup table is compared with the original routing lookup table saved in the NP, and each layer is checked in sequence to judge whether a node is needed to be added to or deleted inform a layer; if needed, then the update layer level mark of this layer is set as 1 at the corresponding location of the layer update indication table, and node information modified in this layer is wrote as the node update information; if not needed, the update layer level mark of this layer is set as 0 at the corresponding location of the layer update indication table, until the layer update indication table composed of the update layer level marks of all the layers is obtained.

The length of the layer update indication table is the same as the layer levels included in a binary tree structure; the corresponding location of the layer update indication table is that the record table from left to right represents a root node layer to leaf node layers in sequence.

Step 102 includes that starting from the first layer, layers in the routing lookup tree are selected as current layers in sequence, and it is judged whether the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if needing, Step 103 is executed; or else, Step 104 is executed.

Here, the judgment includes that update layer level marks are extracted, starting from the first place of the layer update indication table; if a update layer level mark is 1, then it is determined that the layer corresponding to the update layer level mark needs to be updated; or else, it is determined that the layer does not need to be updated.

Step 103 includes that the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree is locked, and the node update information is synchronized to the current layer.

Specifically, after the previous layer of the current layer is locked, it is judged whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer; if completed, the node needing to be updated in the current layer is updated according to the updated node table, or else, judging whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer is continued.

Here, locking means stopping the previous layer from sending a lookup key value to the current layer; wherein, sending a lookup key value belongs to the prior art, so it will not be repeated here;

Judging whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer can be that after the previous layer of the current layer is locked, a timer is started; when the timer times out, it is determined that the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer.

Step 104 includes that it is judged whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, the processing flow is ended; or else, Step 105 is executed.

Step 105 includes that it is started from the current layer to judge whether there is a layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if needed, Step 103 is executed; or else, Step 104 is executed.

Furthermore, after the above flow is completed, normal routing lookup of a data packet can be recovered, and this operation belongs to the prior art, so it will not be repeated here.

As shown in FIG. 4, an embodiment of the disclosure provides a device for updating a routing lookup tree; the device may include a software algorithm module 41, an update control module 42 and a lookup module 43; wherein the software algorithm module 41 is configured to, when determining that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated, determine a layer update indication table and node update information according to updated entries, and to send the layer update indication table and the node update information to the update control module 42.

The update control module 42 is configured to select in sequence, according to the layer update indication table sent from the software algorithm module 41, a layer from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers in the lookup module 43; if determining that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, to notify the lookup module 43 to lock the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, to send the node update information to the lookup module 43, and so on, until determining that the current layer is a last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then ending the update of the routing lookup tree; and the lookup module 43 is configured to receive the notification from the update control module 42 to lock the previous layer of the current layer, and to synchronize the
node update information sent from the update control module 42 to the current layer in the routing lookup tree.

The software algorithm module 41 may be further configured to, according to routing entries to be updated, calculate to obtain a new routing lookup table, and to obtain the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table.

The software algorithm module 41 may be further configured to, when it is detected that the target IP address in the IP data packet is not in the current routing table, determine that the routing lookup tree needs to be updated; or, the software algorithm module may be configured to, when it is determined that there is an entry age in the current routing table, determine that the routing lookup tree needs to be updated.

The software algorithm module 41 may be further configured to extract a target IP address from the IP data packet, calculate to obtain the key value of the target IP address, and take this key value as a lookup key value to search in the current routing lookup table; if a node prefix is the same as the lookup key value, to perform lookup any more, and to obtain from the node information a storage address where the result entry is, and to send the IP data packet after obtaining a next-hop IP address from the storage address; if a matching node prefix is not found after completing lookup of the routing lookup table, to determine that the target IP address in the IP data packet is not in the current routing table.

The software algorithm module 41 may be configured to record in real time the target IP address and the next-hop IP address looked up each time, and periodically compare them with each entry in the routing table; the software algorithm module may be configured to, if there is an entry not used for a length of time exceeding a preset age time limit in the routing table, to age the entry, namely delete the entry; wherein the periodicity is a length of time preset based on the actual situation, and the age time limit is a length of time preset based on the actual situation.

The software algorithm module 41 may be configured to, when it is detected that the target IP address in the IP data packet is not in the current routing table, save the target IP address and the next-hop IP address in the IP data packet as result table entries, to take an address pointer, a pointer pointing at a child node, a prefix character, a prefix vector and the key value which are saved in the result entry as the node information, and to calculate and adjust to obtain the new routing lookup table according to the node information; or, the software algorithm module is configured to, when it is detected that there is an entry needing to be deleted from the current routing table, search the routing lookup table for a node according to the target IP address in the entry and delete the node, and to calculate and adjust to obtain the new routing lookup table according to the deleted node.

The calculation may adopt the improved B-Tree algorithm, which includes that, by means of prefix compression, all the prefixes in the routing lookup table and all father prefixes of these prefixes are compressed to a child node through the prefix vector, wherein the prefix vector is used for representing the number of prefixes included in each node. As shown in FIG. 2, adding the node to the routing lookup table may include that root nodes are the node whose key value is 6 and the node whose key value is 8; when the node whose key value is 10 is inserted, the root nodes are split, the node whose key value is 8 is taken as the father node, the node whose key value is 6 is taken as the left brother, and the node whose key value is 10 is taken as the right brother; when the node whose key value is 22 is inserted, if its key value is greater than the key value of the root node by comparison, and if its key value is greater than 10 after being compared with the node whose key value is 10, then the node whose key value is 22 is on the right of the node whose key value is 10, and so on.

As shown in FIG. 3, searching the routing lookup table for the node and deleting the node may include that supposing that the node whose key value is 12 is to be deleted, the whole tree is searched starting from the root node first, and the node is deleted after found, and space left by the deleted node is filled with the left node (e.g., the node whose key value is 11 shown in FIG. 3) in the child nodes.

The software algorithm module 41 may be configured to compare the new routing lookup table with the original routing lookup table saved in the NP, and to check each layer in sequence to judge whether a node is needed to be added to or deleted from a layer, if needed, then to set the update layer level mark of the layer as 1 at the corresponding location of the layer update indication table, and write the node information modified in the layer as the node update information; if not needed, then to set the update layer level mark of the layer as 0 at the corresponding location of the layer update indication table, until the layer update indication table composed of the update layer level marks of all the layers is obtained. The length of the layer update indication table is the same as the layer levels included in a binary tree structure; the corresponding location of the layer update indication table is that the record table left to right represents a root node layer to leaf node layers in sequence.

The update control module 42 may be configured to select layers as the current layers in sequence starting from the first layer in the routing lookup tree of the lookup module 43, and to judge whether a current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table; the update control module is further configured to, if the current layer needs to be updated, lock the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree of the lookup module 43, and synchronize the node update information to the current layer; if the current layer does not need to be updated, to judge whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

The update control module 42 may be configured to extract update layer level marks starting from the first place of the layer update indication table; if a update layer level mark is 1, then to determine that the layer corresponding to the update layer level mark needs to be updated; or else, to determine that the layer does not need to be updated.

The update control module 42 may be configured to, after locking the previous layer of the current layer, judge whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer if completed, then to update a node needing to be updated in the current layer according to the updated node table; or else, to continue judging whether the on-going lookup is completed in the current layer.

The update control module 42 may be configured to notify the lookup module 43 to stop the previous layer of the current layer from sending the lookup key value to the current layer; correspondingly, the lookup module 43 may be configured to stop the previous layer of the current layer from sending the lookup key value to the current layer according to the notification from the update control module 42.

The update control module 42 is configured to, after locking the previous layer of the current layer, start a timer, and when the timer times out, to determine that the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer.
The update control module 42 may be configured to judge whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, then to end the processing flow, or else, to start judging from the current layer whether there is a layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if there is a layer needing to be updated, then to lock the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree of the lookup module 43, and synchronize the node update information to the current layer, or else, to continue judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

The lookup module 43 may save the node information corresponding to each layer by saving the node information of this layer in the routing lookup tree in a specified hardware memory.

The above devices may be installed in an existing NP. The above software algorithm module, the update control module and the lookup module may be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU).

The above are only the embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the scope of the claims of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for updating a routing lookup tree, comprising:
   determining, by a Network Processor (NP), a layer update indication table and node update information according to updated entries, when determining that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated; and
   selecting, by the NP, in sequence a layer from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers, and
   determining, by the NP, that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, then locking, by the NP, a previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, synchronizing, by the NP, the node update information to the current layer in the routing lookup tree, until determining, by the NP, that the current layer is a last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then ending, by the NP, the update of the routing lookup tree

wherein, the locking means stopping the previous layer from sending a lookup key value to the current layer.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein determining, by the NP, the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the updated entries comprises:
   calculating, by the NP, to obtain a new routing lookup table according to routing entries to be updated;
   obtaining, by the NP, the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein obtaining, by the NP, the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table comprises:
   comparing, by the NP, the new routing lookup table with an original routing lookup table saved in the NP; and
   checking, by the NP, each layer in sequence to judge whether a node is needed to be added to or deleted from a layer; if needed, then setting, by the NP, an update layer level mark of the layer as 1 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, and writing, by the NP, node information modified in the layer as the node update information; if not needed, then setting, by the NP, the layer update level mark of the layer as 0 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, until obtaining, by the NP, the layer update indication table composed of updated layer level marks of all the layers.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein locking, by the NP, the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing, by the NP, the node update information to the current layer in the routing lookup tree comprises:
   after locking, by the NP, the previous layer of the current layer, judging whether on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer; if completed, then updating, by the NP, a node needing to be updated in the current layer according to an updated node table; if not completed, then continuing, by the NP, judging whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein determining, by the NP, that the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated comprises:
   judging, by the NP, whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, then ending, by the NP, the processing flow;
   if the current layer is not the last layer, then starting, by the NP, judging from the current layer whether there is any layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if there is a layer needing to be updated, then locking, by the NP, the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing, by the NP, the node update information to the current layer; if there is no layer needing to be updated, then continuing, by the NP, judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein determining, by the NP, that the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated comprises:
   judging, by the NP, whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, then ending, by the NP, the processing flow;
   if the current layer is not the last layer, then starting, by the NP, judging from the current layer whether there is any layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if there is a layer needing to be updated, then locking, by the NP, the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing, by the NP, the node update information to the current layer; if there is no layer needing to be updated, then continuing, by the NP, judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

7. A device for updating a routing lookup tree, comprising a processor configured to be capable of executing programmed instructions comprising:
   when determining that a routing lookup tree needs to be updated, determining a layer update indication table and node update information according to updated entries;
   selecting in sequence a layer from the routing lookup tree as a current layer according to levels of layers;
   if determining that the current layer needs to be updated according to the layer update indication table, then locking a previous layer of the current layer in the
routing lookup tree, synchronizing the node update information to the current layer in the routing lookup tree, until determining that the current layer is a last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table, and then ending the update of the routing lookup tree;

wherein, the locking means stopping the previous layer from sending a lookup key value to the current layer.

8. The device according to claim 7, wherein determining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the updated entries comprises:

calculating to obtain a new routing lookup table according to routing entries to be updated, and obtaining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table.

9. The device according to claim 8, wherein obtaining the layer update indication table and the node update information according to the new routing lookup table comprises:

comparing the new routing lookup table with an original routing lookup table saved in a Network Processor (NP), and checking each layer in sequence to judge whether a node is needed to be added to or deleted from a layer; if needed, then setting an update layer level mark of the layer as 1 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, and writing node information modified in the layer as the node update information; if not needed, then setting the update layer level mark of the layer as 0 at a corresponding location of the layer update indication table, until obtaining the layer update indication table composed of update layer level marks of all the layers.

10. The device according to claim 7, wherein locking the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing the node update information to the current layer in the routing lookup tree comprises:

after locking the previous layer of the current layer, judging whether on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer; if completed, then updating a node needing to be updated in the current layer according to an updated node table; if not completed, then continuing judging whether the on-going lookup has been completed in the current layer.

11. The device according to claim 10, wherein determining that the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated comprises:

judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if the current layer is the last layer, then ending operation; if the current layer is not the last layer, then starting judging from the current layer whether there is any layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table; if there is a layer needing to be updated, then locking the previous layer of the current layer in the routing lookup tree, and synchronizing the node update information to the current layer; if there is no layer needing to be updated, then continuing judging whether the current layer is the last layer needing to be updated according to the layer update indication table.

* * * * *